Summary Notes From April 22, 2015 Ashcroft Meeting Re: Castle
Creek Watershed
Feedback on Sense of Place
Who Uses Castle Creek Valley?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anyone who drinks water;
School groups;
Nordic & AT skiers;
Cyclists including road
bikers, mountain/snow
bikers;
5. Dirt bikers;
6. Jeepers (four wheel drive
motorists) ;
7. Hunters;
8. Backpackers;
9. Leaf-peepers;
10. Full-time residents;
11. Part-time residents;
12. Visitors;
13. Artists;
14. Music students;
15. Paragliders;
16. Skate boarders;
17. Back country hut users;
18. Dog walkers;
19. Anglers;
20. Photographers;
21. Public/private partners;
22. Outfitter/guides;
23. Fourteener baggers;
24. Un-informed public;
25. Knowledgable public;
26. Uphillers;
27. Mountaineers;
28. Aspen Country Day School;
29. Music School;
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What makes Castle Creek a great Experience?
1. Wildflowers;
2. Hot spring;
3. Views;
4. Rural;
5. Forest;
6. Low density;
7. Ghost town;
8. Horse sleigh rides;
9. Castle creek;
10. Ski trips;
11. Collective
stewardship;
12. Education;
13. Intersection of wilderness & history;
14. Quiet, solitude;
15. Summer glacier skiing;
16. Easy, accessible terrain – Short approaches to 14ers;
17. Quick transition from urban to rural to alpine;
18. Alpine gateway;
19. No cell phone service;
20. Touring center;
21. Weddings;
22. Naturalist guided hikes/tours;
23. Wilderness portal;
24. Fewer people;
25. Freedom of movement;
26. Ability to experience different seasonal environment & activities;
27. Wild west feel;
28. Feels like a secret;
29. Re-built ghost town trail;
30. New ghost town signage;
31. Minimal signage;
32. Lack of buildings;
33. No mining rre trucks;
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34. The full-time residents of
the valley; Their occupancy
and use of properties can
significantly impact the
sense of place – in both a
negative and positive way.

What are the built & natural
features that exemplify the
experience?
Natural Features
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Wildlife;
Elk Mountain Range;
Wilderness;
Forest;
Star Peak;
Mt. Hayden;
Richmond Ridge;
Night sky;
Views;

Built Features
10. Pine Creek Cookhouse;
11. Braun Huts;
12. Trailheads;
13. Trails;
14. Lots of parking lots;
15. Ghost Town;
16. Toklat;
17. Touring Center;
18. Remnants of mining history;
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Feedback on
Sustainability
Do you think
current use is
sustainable?

1. Need more
enforcement
at Midnight
Mine road;
2. No new
development
on in-holdings;
3. The
Conundrum
Creek parking
lot is not
sustainable - options: more parking, lot closure when capacity is reached,
promote/assist development of alternate modes (shuttle);
4. Conundrum is trashed - no longer a wilderness experience - more education is needed;
5. Parking lots are reaching capacity - example Conundrum;

Are we reaching capacity for the experiences people are seeking?

1. Control use or overuse of visitors on foot by providing more education - whether it be
environmental or historical education - could use Aspen Historical Society or Aspen
Center for Environmental Studies to assist;
2. Prevent rural sprawl - concentrate uses at center node;
3. In some areas, look at separating uses at trailheads;
4. Make the trails loop trails rather than out and back and you encounter fewer people;
5. Create separation of winter/summer motorized/non-motorized uses;
6. Limit use to what the parking lots will hold
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7. No grazing leases on the U.S.F.S lands in this valley;
8. Limit overnight use at Conundrum;
9. Loud motorcycles on roads coming from Crested Butte impact non-motorized
experience;
10. Permits (should be required at pressure points?)
11. Increase use of bus and shuttle to the top of the canyon;
12. Do not increase buses and shuttles because they create a commercial feeling up here;
13. Richmond Ridge Road is getting resource damage where people drive around pot holes,
mudholes and keep making the road wider- also some very bad road design-straight up
and down steep sections
creating erosion.
14. Traffic on Express Creek
Road is huge in
Jun/July/Aug- not
sustainable;
15. Road bikes are not riding
single file- it’s dangerous;
16. Is enforcement of current
rules sustainable
(Conundrum?);
17. Need more education at
Conundrum;
18. Put a toilet at Conundrum;
19. Enforce existing
snowmobile closures
around the huts;
20. Snowmobiles in narrow high
mountain, avalanche-prone
valleys have difficulty
staying on steep side-hill
county roads;
21. Winter gate remains closed
when it is springtime;
22. There should be no trackedvehicles parked in plowed parking area;
23. Permitting should be implemented at Conundrum - Middle fork of Salmon was
wonderful with a permitting system;

What are the pressure points?

1. Illegal camping is problem alongside roads;
2. Snowmobiles are violating the non- motorized areas and encroaching in Wilderness;
3. Snowmobile speed limits are not being enforced;
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4. Garbage is an issue the entire length of Castle Creek road ;
5. 72 hour parking is not being enforced;
6. Little Annie/Midnight Mine winter parking access to rural and remote cabins are
pressure points;
7. Too much snowmobiling from Aspen Adventure Lodge and above the Gate; Snowmobile
use should (be reduced, or not be allowed?) beyond the winter gate.
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Feedback on Future Vision
What Remains the Same?
1. Need to coordinate with
City of Aspen to
determine status of
potential water storage
reservoir on Castle
Creek and assess pros
and cons of
development if
reservoir is still a going
concern;
2. Use & management at
present is very good; If
growth is to occur, it
should managed with
the same care as
present, without limiting or decreasing use from present day;
3. Keep the mining ore trucks away;
4. Current level of service (lack of maintenance) on Pearl Pass and Taylor Pass Roads;
5. Water quality maintenance and watershed protection; in part because Castle Creek is
the primary drinking water source for the Aspen Area;
6. Maintain or improve water quality and associated (riparian/wetland?) vegetation;
7. Solitude – Maintain it – current level is acceptable, but don’t let the feel of solitude
decrease much more;
8. Lack of commercialization – meaning the current level of outfitters, don’t allow more
special events (5ks, bike races); current level of commercialization at Ashcroft.
9. Rural Character;
10. Phenomenal access for everyone in this valley; For young active members of our
community & older members who may require mechanized access; Access for a broad
spectrum of ages and ability (and interests) is its beauty.
11. A place where all people of all abilities can have a pristine “wildernessy,” quiet
experience. All ages, seniors, children, able to walk gentle trails and take in the
grandeur;
12. Rural/Remote (R/R) zoning;
13. Minimal winter road maintenance and no road plowing in R/R;
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14. Off Highway Vehicle access between Gunnison & Pitkin County; Coordination with
Gunnison county to ensure both sides of Taylor pass are aligned in maintenance
philosophies
15. Continue to manage use & growth of multi-use activities such as summer all-terrain
vehicles and snowmobiles;
16. No more than the current level of mechanized use;
17. Maintain the “undiscovered” feel of Stuart Mace;

What Changes?
1. Manage erosion
and vegetation
on trails;
2. Balance/manage
motorized use;
3. Encourage,
educate backcountry ethic on
trails to address
waste, use, etc.;
4. Open gate to
upper road when road is melted out;
5. More parking – (is Loge Springs a viable location?);
6. Control of growing use of snowmobiles beyond Ashcroft toward Pearl Pass; Why are so
many machines accessing a cherry stem into the wilderness?
7. Prohibit snowmobile use;
8. Ashcroft Adventure Lodge becomes a destination for summer mountain biking on
winter nordic trail alignments; This will require some trail improvements.
9. Allow for more education opportunities; ACES could help manage visitors & provide an
experience that is controlled;
10. Enhanced enforcement & education – parking, camping & fire rings, road speed, hiking,
skiing, biking and motorized ethics

What Would You Recommend to Improve the Quality of the Experience?
1. Assess/address air pollution & impacts to vegetation;
2. Add a bike lane for uphill use on Castle Creek Road;
3. Add bathrooms at all trailheads, including Conundrum;
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4. Consider implementing a permitting system for use at Conundrum;
5. Limit motorized access;
6. Expand (Pitkin
County)
Rural/Remote
zoning &
Transferable
Development
Rights (TDR)
program;
7. Pitkin County
Open Space &
Trails should
take an interest
in maintaining &
preserving the
nordic
experience at
Ashcroft;
8. What is going to happen at Ashcroft? Is redevelopment going to happen? There are pros
and cons of future redevelopment and each should be considered?
9. Assess benefit of Forest Service website advertisement of trails/roads available for
snowmobile use - Such information has resulted in increased use, which is bad;
10. Separate non-motorized and motorized users to allow non-motorized users to
experience quiet, which is not possible now due to snowmobiles and dirt bikes;
11. Re-purpose the Koch property (Elk Mtn. Lodge);
12. To protect the watershed, enforce limitations on camping within close proximity to
creeks, waterways;
13. Prohibit snowmobile use at Ashcroft and above ;
14. Add a bike lane above the Music School;
15. Re-open the CCC trail to Sterling Cooper Open Space from Hayden winter parking area;
16. Stop improving Little Annie & Midnite Mine Roads;
17. Keep a slow rate of change;
18. Collaborative effort between USFS and Pitkin County is good first step. Maintain the
collaboration and reach out to additional stakeholders;
19. Limit permits for extreme sport events;
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20. Reduce the number of parking lots and modify the location of remaining lots to avoid
meadows and to be less visible – tucked into trees?
21. Add crosswalks in high use areas – around Toklat, Ashcroft, Ghost Town, etc.;
22. Cap use?
23. Cap # of vehicles?
24. Address transportation-related safety issues, including bicyclists and overflow parking
on County roads;
25. Provide bicyclist education for visitors via bike shops, maps, etc.;
26. Manage use of the area to accommodate wildlife, which has slowly disappeared as
human use has increased;
27. Manage/improve the nodes (higher use areas where one typically changes from one
mode of transportation to another; trailheads and parking lots are typical node
locations;) Nodes need to be a focus for attention because they are critical to people’s
perspective of the place.
28. Improve signage to give better direction to visitors;
29. Control Off-Road-Vehicle (ORV) impacts and reduce ORV use;
30. Limit commercial use including shuttle bus system such as Maroon Bells
31. Enforce existing rules – Use more Rangers;
32. Manage use and resources to allow access to solitude and wilderness far into the future
for all ages and mobilities ;
33. Offer a shuttle bus system, similar to that used to access Maroon Bells;
34. Enforce against illegal campsites;
35. Ensure that non-motorized use doesn’t get crowded out by too much motorized use;
36. Use technology to monitor parking, similar to the parking application that the City of
Aspen Parking Dept. uses;
37. Lower speed limit (on Castle Creek Road);
38. Limit # of people allowed access – particularly important on Richmond Hill/Express
Creek; Major trails also need limits;
39. Protect land & water - Don’t allow users to degrade;
40. Maintain accessibility;
41. Consider light-mass-transit to trailheads;
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